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BA-NP

Newspaper Table

39"

27"

30"

180 Lbs.

30 Cu Ft

$ 4,812

DISPLAYS

DESCRIPTION
TABLE RACK:
Open frame construction consists of 7/8” thick x 3” wide solid
hardwood, all edges eased with newspaper stick holders fitted
on either side of rack to accommodate 10 wood newspaper
sticks.
APRON RAIL:
Two 3/4" thick x 2" high solid hardwood rail shall be fitted
between the panels on either side.
END PANELS:
Panel frame construction consists of a 11/16" thick 3-ply
particleboard core with plain sliced veneer both faces, two
11/2" thick x 25/8" wide solid hardwood sides, 11/2" thick x
31/2" top member and a 11/2" thick x 5” wide bottom with
a 21/2" arched center. Center frame will be fitted with one
horizontal and two vertical 1/2" thick x 2” wide stile members,
creating a rectangle and square motif design. All spaces are
then miter framed with 7/16" thick x 3/4" wide angled solid
hardwood trim creating a raised frame effect. All edges of
panel frame and trim are eased.
NOTE: List price shown is available for any of the 6 Bannister
panel frame versions.
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BA-AS

Atlas Stand

30"

29"

45"

260 Lbs.

32 Cu Ft

$ 6,670

DISPLAYS

DESCRIPTION
TOP:
Sloped top is constructed from 11/4" thick 3-ply particleboard
core. Slope top surface is laminated with a .050" thick high
pressure plastic laminate sheet and bottom surface laminated
with a backing sheet not less than .020" thick for balanced
construction. Front edge banded with a 3/4" thick x 13/4" high
book support lip.
CONSTRUCTION ASSEMBLY
Cabinet construction consists of a 3/4" thick 3-ply particleboard
core back with plain sliced veneer both faces, five 3/4" thick
3-ply particleboard core pull-out shelves with 3/4" thick x
1-3/4" high solid wood retainer lip operating on bottom
mounted single extension drawer runners.
END PANELS:
Panel frame construction consists of a 11/16" thick 3-ply
particleboard core with plain sliced veneer both faces, two
11/2" thick x 25/8" wide solid hardwood sides, 11/2" thick x
2" arched top member and a 11/2" thick x 41/2" wide bottom
with an arched end. Center frame will be fitted with three
horizontal and two vertical 1/2" thick x 2" wide stile members,
creating a rectangle and square motif design. All spaces are
then miter framed with 7/16" thick x 3/4" wide angled solid
hardwood trim creating a raised frame effect. All edges of
panel frame and trim are eased.
NOTE: List price shown is available for any of the 6 Bannister
panel frame versions.
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BA-DC

Dictionary Stand

27"

22"

45"

180 Lbs.

15 Cu Ft

$ 4,758

DISPLAYS

DESCRIPTION
TOP:
Sloped top is constructed from 11/4" thick 3-ply particleboard
core. Slope top surface is laminated with a .050" thick high
pressure plastic laminate sheet and bottom surface laminated
with a backing sheet not less than .020" thick for balanced
construction. Front edge banded with a 3/4" thick x 13/4" high
book support lip.
CONSTRUCTION ASSEMBLY
Cabinet construction consists of a 3/4" thick 3-ply particleboard
core back with plain sliced veneer both faces, five 3/4" thick
3-ply particleboard core pull-out shelves with 3/4" thick x
1-3/4" high solid wood retainer lip operating on bottom
mounted single extension drawer runners.
END PANELS:
Panel frame construction consists of a 11/16" thick 3-ply
particleboard core with plain sliced veneer both faces, two
11/2" thick x 25/8" wide solid hardwood sides, 11/2" thick x
2" arched top member and a 11/2" thick x 41/2" wide bottom
with an arched end. Center frame will be fitted with three
horizontal and two vertical 1/2" thick x 2" wide stile members,
creating a rectangle and square motif design. All spaces are
then miter framed with 7/16" thick x 3/4" wide angled solid
hardwood trim creating a raised frame effect. All edges of
panel frame and trim are eased.
NOTE: List price shown is available for any of the 6 Bannister
panel frame versions.
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BA-DP

Display Table

661/2"

341/2"

39"

245 Lbs.

20 Cu Ft

$ 12,826

BA-DP-FB

Display Table with
Fabric Bottom

661/2"

341/2"

39"

170 Lbs.

20 Cu Ft

$ 13,860

DISPLAYS

DESCRIPTION
DISPLAY CASE CONSTRUCTION:
Wood frame is constructed of 11/2" thick x 11/2" wide solid
hardwood with 1/4" thick glass on all 4 sides and top with all
edges eased. One long back side of the case is equipped with
sliding glass doors complete with lock. Display case size: 30"
deep x 62" wide x 10" high.
WORK SURFACE:
Tops are constructed of 11/4" thick 3-ply particleboard core.
Top surface is laminated with a .050" thick high pressure
plastic laminate sheet and bottom surface laminated with
a backing sheet not less than .020" thick for balanced
construction. Surrounding edges will be 11/4" thick x 21/4"
wide solid external hardwood knife profile with 1/2" rounded
point and shall be mitered and radiused at corners.
END PANELS:
Panel frame construction consists of a 11/16" thick 3-ply
particleboard core with plain sliced veneer both faces, two
11/2" thick x 25/8" wide solid hardwood sides, 11/2" thick x
31/2" top member and a 11/2" thick x 5" wide bottom with
a 21/2" arched center. Center frame will be fitted with one
horizontal and two vertical 1/2" thick x 2" wide stile members,
creating a rectangle and square motif design. All spaces are
then miter framed with 7/16" thick x 3/4" wide angled solid
hardwood trim creating a raised frame effect. All edges of
panel frame and trim are eased.
NOTE: List price shown is available for any of the 6 Bannister
panel frame versions.
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